
Nametag Assignment 

GETTING READY: Prior to this assignment students have been instructed to save 5-10 pictures that represent 

their life. Things like hobbies, favorites, community involvement, church, etc. Football would be one picture. 

Think of other things that illustrate what you want people to know about you. 

GETTING STARTED: Follow each step and read all of the directions as you go.  

1. Open a NEW Microsoft Word Document 

2. SAVING: Word does not automatically save like Google Docs does. It is important to SAVE all changes 

regularly (like every 5-10 minutes). Click File>Sava As: Navigate to the designated folder. Give it filename: 

FirstL_Nametag (Your First Name and Last initial _Nametag).  SAVE Do this often while working in the document. 

3. Make sure you can see the ruler along the top and sides of the window. Click VIEW>RULER 

4. The default for Word is PORTRAIT which means it is taller than it is wide. We will change the document to 

LANDSCAPE, so it will print horizontally on the page. Click PAGE LAYOUT>Orientation>Landscape 

5. Divide the document in half. Using the Shapes Tool draw a line across the page horizontally. Click 

INSERT>SHAPES>LINE 

 Half is slightly below the 3 on the left ruler. The line will represent the fold of the paper. 
This is only a temporary line and will be removed before printing. 
 

6. INSERT PICTURES:  Follow the steps below to add pictures to the document. 

A. Click INSERT>PICTURES Navigate to your picture folder and CLICK on one of the pictures.  

MOVING & FORMATTING PICTURES:  You should now see the picture on your document.  

7.  RIGHT CLICK on the picture WRAP TEXT>IN FRONT OF TEXT or BEHIND TEXT 

8. RESIZE the picture from the corners to keep it proportional & move the images to the bottom half. 

*You may have to resize again when you place multiple pictures on the page. To move the picture to the 

bottom of the page you will need to format it for “IN FRONT OF TEXT.” 

9. MOVING PICTURES: Now you should be able to drag the picture to the bottom half of the page. Put your 

mouse on the center of the picture and drag below the horizontal line.  

 REPEAT this step for all of your pictures, arranging them as your would a collage. Moving and resizing e

 ach picture to fit the space.  SAVE AGAIN & SAVE OFTEN 

10. TEXTBOX: Add a textbox for each picture you have added to your document. Write a sentence stating what 

this picture says about you.  

 

  

 

 This is a 

picture of a 

flower. 

NOT THIS WAY! 

 I enjoy the 

hydrangeas 

that are 

growing in my 

yard. 

THIS WAY! 



 11. BE CREATIVE: Change the font, color, style, etc. of the text. You may want to use FORMATTING TOOLS to 

 change the inside or outside of the text box.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. WORD ART: Add your name in WORD ART to the top half of your document. Do not add a textbox for this. 

 WordArt will make its own text box.   

13. Click the WORD ART tool and choose one of the designs. INSERT>WORDART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 14. ADD YOUR NAME: Type you First Name and Last initial in the box where it says Your Text Here. 

 

 

 

 15. FORMATTING WORDART: We want to fill the top half of the document with the WORDART.  

16. Double Click your WordArt box containing your name. If you do not see the menu, click FORMAT under 

DRAWING TOOLS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Be aware of formatting choices and make 

sure the text will be readable when printed. 

Use light text on a dark background or dark 

text on a light background. 

SHAPE FILL: changes the inside of the object. NO FILL 

to make transparent. 

SHAPE OUTLINE: changes the line around the outside 

of the text box. NO OUTLINE to make box disappear. 

Locate the TEXT EFFECTS menu in the WORDART STYLES 

box. 

Drop Down to TRANSFORM. Slide over and choose one of 

the horizontal effects. 

Do not use curved, or 

diagonal for this 

assignment. 



17. RESIZE: Drag from one of the corners to make the WORD ART fill the space. If the text does not stay with the 

 box when you increase the size, go back and TRANSFORM again.  

 18. ROTATE WORDART: At the top of the Word ART box you will see a green dot. With your mouse on the dot, 

 simply drag to rotate your name until it is upside down in the space. 

 

 19. Make sure you have not overlapped the fold with pictures or with WordArt. Then SAVE AGAIN.  

 20. DELETE LINE: click on the temporary horizontal line and TYPE the DELETE button on your keyboard. SAVE 

 21. COPY to SHARED DRIVE go back to the blog for directions on how to save to the shared drive.  

Resize 

Rotate 


